
Occupancy Tax Vacation Rental Subcommittee 
Wednesday, May 2, 2016 

 
 
Noel Merrihew - Chairman 
 
Chairman Merrihew called this Occupancy Tax Vacation Rental Subcommittee to order at 1:00 pm 
with the following members in attendance: Dan Palmer, Noel Merrihew, Mike Diskin, Randy Preston, 
Jim McKenna, Dan Manning, Archie Depo and Michael Tyler.  Tom Scozzafava and Mike Marnell 
were absent. 
 
Also Present: Dina Garvey and Wayne Taylor.  
 
MERRIHEW: Good afternoon again everyone and I will without delay open this up to Mr. Taylor for 
his opening remarks on our progress. How are we doing so far?  
 
TAYLOR: Well I have been working with various sources, compiling lists of active vacation rental 
properties and have got lists and I am prepared to mail them some kind of communication once we 
have something to send them that’s been approved and formatted.  
I have met with a couple of the realtors that handle/broker these things and was pretty much was 
given the same answer on three different occasions. One firm did state that he would be willing to 
help and would change their website; which was a positive. I did meet with one of them specifically 
that handles 153 vacation rentals and he pretty much sighted the client privilege concerns and he 
couldn’t participate as far helping me getting any information at all about links to where I could send 
them something or just send them a mailing.  
I am doing an informational meeting with the Schroon Lake Chamber of Commerce in Paradox this 
coming Friday night at 7:00 pm; just to try and increase awareness, because they have been getting 
a number of questions at their location there and was wondering if I could help with this and I am 
happy to do that.  
 
MERRIHEW: I thought that was a great way to start. I good idea to bring the information out publicly 
and maybe other municipalities will see and like I said maybe we can initiate something like in 
Elizabethtown also.  
 
TAYLOR: Again is this premature; I wasn’t given any direction to the contrary, but if it’s not workable; 
advisable at this point; I mean I don’t know where we are in the grand scheme.  
 
MERRIHEW: We’ll try and figure that out.  
 
MANNING: Who was the realtor?  
 
MERRIHEW: I was going to ask Dan on that; with the client privilege is that something that we?  
 
MANNING: I have taken a look at a lot of the laws on this and what I advised right along and I didn’t 
actually change the whole law; changed the definition and hotel and motel and made provisions, but 
since then I looked at a lot of laws and our laws should to pertain to make some additional changes 
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that would make it a little tighter, but you do hear; I have been hearing that argument that no we’re 
only an agent of the principal; we can’t give out that information, but the laws that I have seen they 
define what an agent/broker is and they consider the agent/broker the principal and that 
agent/broker is responsible for the collection of tax and some of them seem to indicate that they’re 
just, so that argument; if you’re collecting money as an agent then you can collect the tax. I would 
recommend that we do change a couple of definitions and tighten up the law a little bit, but and 
Roby’s letter; you know I distributed; it raises a little concern; I recognized the; our law might have 
enough in it, but we should be more specific.  
But all sorts of cities, counties all over the United States are doing this and they’re holding their 
realtors responsible. And I have also talked to other counties; they have; the realtors have not put up 
a fight in other counties; the ones I have spoken to; three or four. In fact one guy said they’re happy, 
because it all goes to tourism and another said that half the money went to protection of the lakes; 
milfoil and things of that nature, so they were happy with that.  
 
MERRIHEW: On the sensitivity; jumping right in to clean language for the local law; would that be 
something you wait on?  
 
MANNING: The language?  
 
MERRIHEW: We would wait on the change of that language?  
 
MANNING: I think we should jump in and change the law right away.  
 
MERRIHEW: Right away?  
 
MANNING: Yeah, because the sooner the better then we don’t have these problems. I mean I can 
give you an example.  
 
MERRIHEW: I mean my question is will that send a message that we’re not prepared to initiate this 
now? That we feel that we have vulnerabilities?  
 
MANNING: Well we would say; you know I think we can get by with what we have, but I would like to 
change it and make it just more clear.  
 
MERRIHEW: Sure 
 
MANNING: So, just like before I thought we could actually tax vacation rentals under the broad 
definition of overnight lodging and so providing lodging on an overnight basis, but we want to be as 
clear as possible for those that are participating.  
 
MERRIHEW: Okay. Mr. Diskin, a quick question; when we were just mentioning I guess memos or 
the informational packets and I know you were very active in finding good examples of what we 
would be sending out.  
 
DISKIN: I still have those? 
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MERRIHEW: You still do have those.  
 
DISKIN: Yes 
 
MERRIHEW: Now is that something that we should all… 
 
DISKIN: I have the copies of the local laws and I think maybe I had given some of them to Dan.  
 
MANNING: Yeah I have all of those.  
 
DISKIN: They pretty much mirror ours. There’s a couple of them that are more specific; I think was 
Yates and Chautauqua in particular were very specific on theirs. I think from the county treasurers I 
talked to and I made a number of phone calls; I think they’re waiting to see what happens here and 
they are ready to jump on board, but anything else they don’t want to be; like anything else they 
would rather we invent the wheel and they’ll climb aboard afterwards.  
 
MERRIHEW: See if we’ll do it right.  
 
DISKIN: We maybe inventing the wheel for a lot of them, but I think you’re going to see a lot of them 
follow suit; if we do this properly and we get the right language in there.  
 
MANNING: And there’s some really good laws out there; you know Portland, San Francisco, 
Chicago, Washington DC; they’re 10 or 15 pages long and they read well and they’re good. So, the 
principal agent argument I don’t agree with; I understand it, but when you’ve got a law that says this 
is what it is.  
 
MERRIHEW: Sure, any other feelings?  
 
MANNING: I have a call into the New York State Attorney General’s Office. Back in 2014 on behalf 
of; New York City has an occupancy law; this relates to airbnb, so maybe I’m jumping the gun. The 
Attorney General subpoenaed airbnb records; they went to court with a big fight; it resulted in airbnb 
agreeing to provide the Attorney General and the New York City; whatever they call their collector; 
identifying information as to the people that are renting and paying and the money to go to New York 
City, but they would not divulge names and so I went and talked to the New York State Attorney 
General’s Office to see if there is anything to this agent/principal thing, but I have spoken to them.  
 
MERRIHEW: Okay 
 
TAYLOR: The gentleman I spoke to was Keith Friedman; I talked to him on the 28th.  
 
MANNING: Is he with anybody?  
 
TAYLOR: adkbyowner.com 
 
MANNING: Oh okay 
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TAYLOR: It’s right there in Bloomingdale; across the bridge, right on Route 73. 
 
MERRIHEW: Other members of the Committee, any feelings one way or the other?  
 
MCKENNA: Well actually the Attorney and I did have a conference call with representatives from 
airbnb about a week and a half ago and also just on another note too; Franklin County is really 
toying with the same thing right now with the realtors and also with the airbnb and I actually went to 
a meeting with their; they call it the Board of Legislature in Franklin; right?  
 
MERRIHEW: Yup 
 
MCKENNA: They want to move forward on both of them and I told them that I thought Essex County 
was really getting close to it as well, but you know I guess that I am probably a little more confident 
that we should get something going with airbnb as soon as we can, because they’re willing to move 
it. I mean as far as that operates and then they would collect the taxes and submit to the Treasurer’s 
Office, but as Dan said they’re not willing to give names of these individual renters and that’s almost 
what I heard from some of the realtors as well; as Dan says. I just; I think in some ways it’s going to 
be difficult especially with the airbnb to get those names as Dan had pointed out, but I think that at 
least it’s a way we can start the process of collections if the feeling is by the Board that we do enter 
into that agreement with airbnb, so I’m not sure.  
I know that Franklin County wants to push it right away with airbnb on that community agreement; at 
least according to their Treasurer and I don’t if you ever talk to him?  
 
DISKIN: I haven’t talked to him lately.  
 
MERRIHEW: And in the bigger picture it shouldn’t matter to Essex County; does it? Who we get our 
money from; is it the question of documentation?  
 
PALMER: No, I think it does, because let’s say of the sake of argument that airbnb report that they 
collected $5,000.00, but that individual actually collected $50,000.00, but he’s only willing to; he’s 
only doing $5,000.00 through them, but he doesn’t pay it on the rest. I think some of this goes back 
to and I don’t care what anybody says it comes back to income tax. You know at some point if you 
report that I collected this much occupancy tax; therefore I collected that much income then I also 
have to pay that at some point when I put it out to people.  
 
MCKENNA: I think a lot of these renters; especially airbnb they do that individual too; which we have 
to track down. I mean I think ultimately it’s going to us tracking them down over a time period and 
certainly some people, because it’s the law they will automatically comply; it’s the other ones you 
know you have to do a little work on and you know back when the original occupancy tax was 
implemented in 2000 not all of the hotels and motels complied and it took well over a year to get 
them all on board. So, I mean I just think in an article I sent Dan when I happened to be down in 
Tampa; there was an article in Tampa and they were basically saying that they were struggling with 
that as well, but what they decided was they were leaving money on table and they should 
implement the law and then if there is other cases outside airbnb by these individuals they will 
eventually find them and that’s the attitude they have.  
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PALMER: I think one of the things that Roby did bring up; the quarterly issue I do think is probably, 
because essentially with the way the form is now; it wasn’t something I picked up on either; we don’t 
know if everybody’s complying, because somebody maybe waiting to do it annually and haven’t 
done it yet.  
 
MCKENNA: But, Mike has figured that out with the hotels and motels over time.  
 
DISKIN: Yeah, if I can interject?  
 
MERRIHEW: Yes 
 
DISKIN: This form from the very beginning will be used; obviously we didn’t take into consideration 
what’s happening today; we revised it a little bit, but we also still use the quarterly way of doing it; 
the ways the annually; quarterly or monthly and there are some people that are registering when 
they’re sending their money in. So, we’re still getting registrations. I just got a registration today for 
someone who registered and sent their money at the same time and I’ve had phone calls from 
several people who said; we intend to register, but we only rent June and July, so we’re going to 
register when we get ready to do it. So, I think there’s more people out there that are still going to 
rent there. They haven’t jumped forward, because they going to when they register. They’ll comply; 
they’re just asking information on how to do it.  
One other thing and we talked about the realtors and I had a conversation with a person who owns a 
house or camp and they use a realtor and they rent through, so that’s their agent. What their agent 
did and I don’t know the name of their agent and I didn’t ask; I didn’t feel comfortable asking who 
they used as an agent. They said that their agent; for instance; she told me she’s renting a place for 
$9,000.00; I assumed a month; maybe it was a week, I don’t know how much you get for these 
places, but their agent collected $9,270.00 from the customer on their behalf and then the agent 
took their commission out of it; out of the $9,000.00; which is 10% or 20% or whatever. They sent 
the rest of the money to the person who hired the agent and then they told the agent; they provided 
the forms to the customer and said here’s the forms; submit your $270.00 and she was asking if that 
was the proper way to do it. I thought; yeah it probably is; at least they’re getting their $270.00 on 
their $9,000.00. 
 
MERRIHEW: Right 
 
DISKIN: So, that was one and I don’t know maybe this rental agent is doing this for everybody. He’s 
collecting; he, she or it; the company is collecting it, but they’re not transmitting it to us.  
 
MERRIHEW: Right 
 
DISKIN: They’re saying here’s your $270.00; we collected it for you; here is it; now you submit your 
form with your return.  
 
MCKENNA: What I have seen and I think Wayne’s supplied from Chautauqua or somewhere is that 
the realtors that do collect; they put it on there. Here’s the rental income; which is $9,000.00; here’s 
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the cleaning fee; here’s the commission; here’s the occupancy tax that we sent to the County, so it’s 
on the bill, so the customer sees it up front.  
 
DISKIN: Yeah and I think that’s what happened.  
 
MCKENNA: And here’s the thing; the 3% is in addition to the rental rate.  
 
DISKIN: Yes 
 
MCKENNA: What that realtor is doing is telling the customer that they have to take it out of their 
revenues; it’s not looked at as a tax. It looks like it is coming out of their revenue, so I think we have 
to get the realtors to list the occupancy tax on their agreements.  
 
DISKIN: That sounds like that happened with this case that this woman told; she said that her rental 
agent put right on there to the person that they rented it to that they owed them $9,000.00 plus 
$270.00. Then what they did is took their commission off of the $9,000.00; submitted a check to their 
client for the balance of it and then the client took the responsibility to send the $270.00 to us. 
 
MCKENNA: Right 
 
DISKIN: So, we got the registration from this person.  
 
MCKENNA: I think in the long run they’re unlikely to get all the revenue; not as likely.  
 
PALMER: See the problem with that is that person who Mike is talking to is an honest person.  
 
DISKIN: Yeah 
 
PALMER: She had the money; she called. So, what happens with to the one who gets the money 
from the realtor; gets the occupancy tax and keeps it?  
 
MANNING: I think those are the two ways to do it; send to the person and have them pay it or have 
a realtor do it. I think it’s better to have the realtor do it; he’s the agent; have the realtor pay it.  
 
DISKIN: I agree 
 
MERRIHEW: Okay 
 
DISKIN: But, we don’t know who the realtor has.  
 
MANNING: Now we also need a list from the realtor.  
 
PALMER: Yeah, we need to know who they are actually renting to.  
 
MCKENNA: And that doesn’t have to be public; does it? 
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MANNING: No, all this is confidential. In our local law it says; all returns.  
 
MCKENNA: So, the Treasurer knows who they are?  
 
MANNING: Yes 
 
PALMER: Well just like the State of New York; they know who collects sales tax.  
 
DISKIN: The question would be Dan and I assume maybe this isn’t public information then; if 
someone calls me up and says is Randy Preston submitting his occupancy and I’ll say yeah he’s 
submitting it. Is that public information or say I can’t tell you if Randy Preston is collecting or not?  
 
MANNING: It shall be unlawful if the Treasurer or any agent or employee designated of the 
Treasurer to divulge or make known any events or other information related to the business of an 
operator contained in any return.  
 
DISKIN: Right, but is the name of the agent; is the name confidential?  
 
MANNING: Yeah; all is confidential.  
 
DISKIN: So, if they even ask if the Crown Plaza is; which they are; is registered; I can’t tell them 
whether they’re registered or not.  
 
MANNING: No 
 
MERRIHEW: Dan on the confidentiality thing for the airbnb; now understanding; I guess presently 
they’re saying my name is confidential; is the property confidential? Say I am the realtor; I’m renting 
it to those four guys; they’ve got four different property lots; is that information that we can have?  
 
MANNING: Well, this was just an initial call, so they seem to indicate that they would give you a 
general geographic location.  
 
MERRIHEW: Okay 
 
MANNING: This is what they told us; which I would imagine would probably be; if there is four pieces 
of property that one guy owns; you would get four general geographic locations.  
 
DISKIN: That it is in Essex County.  
 
MANNING: Now, they are just kind of fiddling around us in the beginning and they’re trying to feel us 
out and we’re trying to feel them out. What the New York State Attorney General worked out with 
them, two years ago; was you give us unique identifying information on a spread sheet and identify 
owner number one and you’re not going to get the name.  
 
MERRIHEW: Right 
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MANNING: And then you’re going to get a general location and then the Attorney General if they 
have any suspicions about anybody then if they want to audit those people airbnb has to give them 
exact information.  
 
MERRIHEW: Okay 
 
MANNING: This is an ongoing thing, so I don’t know how far it’s gotten yet, because this was at end 
of 2014; beginning of 2015.  
 
MERRIHEW: Okay 
 
MANNING: So, that is what they told Jim and I. I am a little trepidation about how to handle this, but I 
think I agree with Jim and Dan’s got a valid point; he’s got a very valid point here. We can do one of 
two things and Dan’s point about not knowing who’s on first and who’s on second is valid. I mean 
I’ve got laws arguments all over the place that say this is a Trojan horse the way airbnb does it. They 
will take from the data that matches their policy objectives. In reality everyone involved in this from 
airbnb to AAH has a specific angle and motive. So, airbnb is not giving us everything, so we’re in a 
situation where do we start our way on a trial basis with airbnb and at least get some revenue 
coming in and try and work with them and in the meanwhile everybody is trying to push off too; San 
Francisco and all the rest of the areas. At least get it in motion; where they do give us a spread 
sheet; remit the tax; they will actually remit the tax for us and we do that with that other online too, 
but what this will do is those realtors that we’re doing here are going to say the same thing and then 
you have an equal protection argument under the Constitution if you have a law and are treating 
people differently. The response to that is we don’t intend to treat airbnb like that, but this one step 
toward that direction. With the local realtors we would like them; ideally we would like them to remit 
the tax. If they don’t remit the tax and their clients are going to do that we need a list of their clients.  
 
MCKENNA: And then it goes to the Treasurer’s Office and that’s it.  
 
MANNING: Right, right and everything’s confidential.  
airbnb; if you go on their website; we’re protecting your rights. So, they have their motive for doing 
this, but I think eventually within a year or two all these other cities and towns that are hammering on 
them now. So, initially I was all on Dan’s; we really don’t know how to enforce, but something is 
better is nothing as long as you don’t get complacent and sit there.  
 
PRESTON: So, my thoughts on this and we’ve been kicking this around for six months; is we really 
need to do something instead of talking about doing something and I think we need to multi prong 
attack. I think that if there’s a couple of words that Dan Manning feels that we should change we 
should move forward and change. I think that in the meantime we should sign up for this airbnb and 
take it and see where it goes, but I also think that a couple of people should sit down and come up 
with some talking points and I think we should sit down with the media and diplomatically put in there 
that we aren’t getting cooperation. You can word that and put in there like Jim had said earlier; you 
know the importance of the funding for this; to fund events; that’s how Ironman came about. You 
know I think we could word something and sit down with the media and some talking points to get it 
in the media and diplomatically say that we’re not getting the cooperation we had hoped from the 
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realtors. I have no problem with saying that. There’s still people claiming that you know they don’t 
even know about it, because to be quite frank there really hasn’t been any good publications about it 
at all and we can keep meeting every month, but if they’re not putting it in the newspaper; it needs to 
get out in the public and we don’t have any other choice.  
The other thing that and don’t anyone take this, because I’m not being critical, but I really don’t think 
this is rocket science. You go on to Roby Politi’s site; I want to rent such and such a place; the 
address comes up, so you go to real property and it’s there.  
 
MANNING: Same thing with airbnb.  
 
PRESTON: I mean this isn’t rocket science; it’s a simple procedure.  
 
TAYLOR: I’ve got 60 of them that I’m ready to move on, but I need something to send them.  
 
PRESTON: It’s a very simple thing and I don’t mean that; it’s like this isn’t rocket science. The 
address of where you’re going to rent is there; you go to real property and you know the owners; 
hello.  
 
MANNING: And that’s how a lot of other counties do it, Randy.  
 
PRESTON: And it’s going to take time. I think we need to be doing multiple things. I think we need to 
sit down with the press and have some; a couple of people come up with some talking points, be 
diplomatic about it, but I think we need to say we’re not getting the cooperation we hoped for and 
stress the importance of what that occupancy tax money does and it’s the wave of; I mean that is 
what it is. I mean it is; for the little, tiny town of Wilmington to have, right now one person has 14 
houses in the works for vacation rentals; brand new building homes in Wilmington. I mean this is big 
business and it’s the wave of the future; it is and we really need to get on board, but I think we need 
to do multiple things to accomplish this. Those are my points and I would be happy to be that talking 
point person; if I worked with Jim or somebody to come up with stuff; let’s not really insult people, 
but let’s also be a little blunt, but I don’t think it’s rocket science. I mean I can tell you in Wilmington 
everybody that’s doing vacation rentals. You know I can tell you every single one.  
 
MERRIHEW: Sure 
 
PRESTON: So, you send them a letter; how come you’re not collecting it?  
 
MERRIHEW: Right 
 
PALMER: But, somewhere we’ve got to acknowledge that in fairness that we did say they can report 
annually.  
 
PRESTON: Well that’s true; absolutely true.  
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MANNING: I kind of think; maybe I’m wrong, but the quarterly way is better to do it. If you don’t 
collect quarterly just put a zero, because Roby’s point was some people will just wait until annually 
and do it at the end of the year and then you got no way to see where they put it to you; so to speak.  
 
DISKIN: Anybody can call and we said to them our preferred way or we highly recommend that they 
do it quarterly, but the form goes out there and it’s got an annual check on it, so how do you tell 
them it’s on there, but you can’t use it? Then you’re allowing mom and pop motels to use it now and 
they have been using it for 15 years on an annual basis. How do you say well you guys now can’t 
use it; plus we have a lot of annuals; little bed and breakfasts; hotels that are only open three 
months; you know there’s a lot of them out there. We have a lot of them that do it since we started 
back in 2000, but we would have to do it uniformly in the future and tell them everybody has to do it 
quarterly.  
 
PALMER: See when; I ran a photography business part time and when I first signed up for sales tax 
I was required to report quarterly, but they notified me after a year that you didn’t do enough 
business and you can report annually.  
 
DISKIN: And that was the philosophy that we chose when we first started on this; let’s follow the 
sales tax rule in a sense and if you report annually then file annually, because you’re going to get 
assigned something from the sales tax department or you already have telling you when to report 
and typically for those smaller operations the way the sales tax works is depending on what your 
annual revenue is they’ll assign you a time; whether it’s quarterly or annually or even monthly for the 
bigger ones. We assumed the same thing when we did it; that’s the way we started with; we just 
thought it was a simpler process and it would be more acceptable; file your sales tax; file your 
occupancy; it’s a lot easier to keep track of and even though sales tax tells you to file annually; 
you’ve got to file quarterly unless you’re resistant to it. So, we try to make it as simple as possible; if 
they follow the sales tax rules. That’s why we go with the same quarters rather than the calendar 
quarters.  
 
PALMER: Sales tax went to all online reporting too.  
 
TYLER: Well I’m not on the committee, but just listening to your conversation my first reaction was to 
say hey we’re going to make quarterly for everybody; just for how you investigate if they’re paying or 
not would be easier to do it quarterly I think. So, I just think quarterly would be easier on 
investigating the situation.  
 
DISKIN: We have some B and B in some very small communities; Newcomb and Minerva that may 
not rent $1,000.00 a year; back in Crown Point; Sonny Olsen’s B and B they might not even take in 
a $1,000.00 a year. It’s not a big business for them. They have it out there and they might get a 
customer once a month or twice a month and it is a little easier for them to report annually when you 
do that.  
 
TYLER: We can do dollar figure; you know how much; a certain amount you have to do quarterly.  
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DISKIN: And maybe that’s the way to do it, but how do you know what the business is going do 
unless you look at the past history? So, what’s why historically we had those options out there.  
 
MCKENNA: Some of the larger hotels are monthly.  
 
DISKIN: Well all the larger ones, there are a few of the smaller ones that do it monthly. They want to 
do it monthly that’s fine and we have some that will send us a zero report for the quarter.  
 
MERRIHEW: Right 
 
DISKIN: And we have told them not to do it; you if they’re closed. The guy up there that runs the Tail 
of the Pup Barbeque that has that little place he sends us a report every month if he’s open or not.  
It’s their choice to do it and we said fine if that’s what you want to do.  
 
PALMER: Dan, do these local laws; do any of them have audit authority in them?  
 
MANNING: I think so.  
 
DISKIN: I can go in there and do an audit; we can ask them to get your books ready and we’ll be in. 
We’ve done it in a couple of cases; you know show me your sales. Prove to me that you have all 
these exempt sales tax records here or show me your sales. We haven’t done it in a lot of cases, but 
it’s something that can be done.  
There’s some ways to do this; it’s very difficult, but you could get your sales tax report and try to 
compare them. The problem with trying to get the sales tax report is it’s so cumbersome to try and 
find these people in there on the sales tax report. I always said it would take a team of accountants a 
month of Sundays to figure out what’s in there. It’s just very cumbersome to try and follow a sales 
tax report for a specific thing.  
 
TAYLOR: Do you think that’s probably part of the reason that some of them are being so evasive; 
fear of having to file a sales tax report?  
 
PRESTON: Absolutely 
 
MERRIHEW: Some 
 
DISKIN: I think they have the perception that this has to do with sales tax and possibility even 
income tax.  
 
PRESTON: Not to mention it’s the income.  
 
MERRIHEW: Yeah, it’s the sales tax.  
 
DISKIN: The income and the sales tax; whether they liable for sales tax or not. People asked me 
and I said it’s not my issue.  
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MERRIHEW: That’s right; not my call.  
 
DISKIN: I’m not going to ask for you for sales tax and I’m not going to report you; it’s not my job to 
do that.  
 
MERRIHEW: That’s true.  
Going forward then; I am going to put questions back. It seems like we have two things that are 
imperative; one whoever would like to be that subcommittee to put together an informational 
presentation for the media; whether Mike’s involved in that; Wayne; Randy.  
 
PRESTON: I think it needs to happen.  
 
MERRIHEW: Yes and maybe more than once. I mean just depending on what they do and then 
maybe sample forms or something like that, but I think you’re right. I think it’s that time of the year; 
it’s late spring; we’re into May; I think we really need to make people aware that yes this was 
enacted; maybe we’re going to modify here, but this is the law.  
 
PRESTON: Well if the Committee’s okay with that I will take that on and I will reach out to Mr. 
McKenna and Mike.  
 
DISKIN: Wayne  
 
PRESTON: And Dan and we’ll come up with talking points and one of these days I will invite Pete 
and Lohr and have this discussion. We never see the new Enterprise guy; the Daily Enterprise.  
 
MERRIHEW: No 
 
PRESTON: I mean I would be more than willing to do that.  
 
MERRIHEW: Yeah, I think they should be involved.  
 
DISKIN: He did an article over the weekend; this guy.  
 
PRESTON: Yes, he did.  
 
MANNING: The Enterprise?  
 
MCKENNA: The Enterprise did.  
 
MERRIHEW: I would love to charge Mr. Preston with herding those cats.  
 
PRESTON:  I will 
 
MERRIHEW: And we’ll go forward on that and the next; this is a question to the Committee is as Mr. 
Manning had represented.  
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DISKIN: Are we going to do some revisions Dan on this?  
 
MANNING: Yeah, on the local law yeah.  
 
MERRIHEW: That was the second thing; is the local law to me needs to be a totally separate… 
 
DISKIN: The question I have is do you think it would be advisable then to put some wording in 
eliminating the bungalow wording so that people aren’t confused about that?  
 
MANNING: Sure, we can do that.  
 
DISKIN: Because I’m still getting questions; I do tell people that we no longer honor that and they 
say where does that say that in the local law? So, I think if we put something in there that said that 
regardless of your sales tax situation you still have to submit occupancy tax, because that’s what 
we’re telling people now and we’re sending out notifications that you may not have reported in the 
past, but you now have to.  
 
MERRIHEW: I see and I just want to make sure that there’s no confusion out there that people we’re 
in the reprocess of creating something. It’s created; there’s a local law out there that is the law; we 
will refine that separately.  
 
PRESTON: What about the airbnb? I think we should move on it; I really do and this might not work 
out as we move along, but at least we’re capturing something.  
 
MANNING: I think so too.  
 
MERRIHEW: I would absolutely agree with that.  
 
DISKIN: As long as they understand  
 
MANNING: The agreement as got to change a little bit.  
 
MERRIHEW: We don’t care about the names; I just need to know the property.  
 
MCKENNA: Summer bookings are happening now; that’s the thing.  
 
MANNING: The season goes so fast.  
 
MCKENNA: I know that; that’s your call.  
 
MANNING: You know, but we can talk to them tomorrow; if you want to try and reach out and talk to 
them tomorrow?  
 
MCKENNA: Okay 
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MANNING: You know they were supposed to get us; you remember they were supposed to get to us 
how to do this, so we could take a look at it.  
 
MCKENNA: I’ll send that person; Sarah is the one who set everything up; I’ll send her an email this 
evening; I am on the road right now and tell her we have a couple more questions and we would like 
to get together again and see this thing moving.  
 
MANNING: Yeah and I’ll also email them.  
 
MCKENNA: That would be great if you did; it would seem better if you do it.  
 
MANNING: I think they were supposed to get; you know how they do this; this unique identity.   
 
MCKENNA: We haven’t seen that yet. They did send us a sample of the kind of data information that 
gives us, but not what you’re saying.  
 
DISKIN: I think that is important to keep in mind is the end game still here is to get the name of the 
people. This is an interim thing and I think that will go a long ways with the realtors.  
 
MCKENNA: We can do that.  
 
DISKIN: Say okay, but our end game is to get your name.  
 
PRESTON: You can come up with a list that will keep Wayne busy for weeks just sitting at the 
computer.  
 
MCKENNA: And that’s easy to figure out the properties from airbnb too. 
 
PRESTON: You can figure it out from any one.  
 
MCKENNA: They don’t give you the addresses, but they give you a picture of the house.  
 
DISKIN: A lot of these vacation rental owners include emails to get ahold of them? Just use their 
email to send them a form.  
 
MCKENNA: There you go.  
 
PRESTON: The other question that Wayne had is that he’s got a lot of addresses and stuff, but he 
wants something to mail them.  
 
TAYLOR: Some kind of letter that has been agreed upon.  
 
MERRIHEW: As authorization from the Board; you mean?  
 
TAYLOR: Well, just what we need to say to these people.  
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MERRIHEW: Oh I see.  
 
MANNING: All you have to do is use my letter and take off the meeting.  
 
TAYLOR: Who is going to mail this stuff? I don’t have much of a budget for postage.  
 
PRESTON: Well, I’ll tell you what; ROOST does.  
 
MCKENNA: It shouldn’t come from us though.  
 
PRESTON: Why not? Occupancy tax is supposed to pay for this.  
 
MCKENNA: Well, I don’t think we should be the enforcement, but we can do that.  
 
MERRIHEW: The part of Mr. Taylor’s budget then we can address that issue at the committee level 
to be able.  
 
TAYLOR: I only have $125.00 for postage for the year.  
 
MERRIHEW: Okay, that’s what I mean and we’ll go ahead and make provisions for that to try and 
increase that.  
One last question and then I’ll let you all go; as you were mentioning there are a lot of accessible 
websites?  
 
MCKENNA: Yup 
 
MERRIHEW: Just thought; would that ever be a consideration to have an individual; not Mr. Taylor, 
but someone designated in IT or something like that or somebody’s office as a side line to do that? 
 
MCKENNA: I think that’s something that we might be able to do; although we’re backed up. I can 
probably take one person to do that if Wayne wants to come spend a little time?  
 
TAYLOR: Absolutely 
 
MERRIHEW: That would be good; that would be very, very helpful.  
 
TAYLOR: Homeaway.com and flipkey.com 
 
MCKENNA: Homeaway is the big one; a lot of them fall under that.  
 
TAYLOR: That gentleman at ADK  
 
MCKENNA: We can do that; come up to the office Wayne and we’ll hook you up with one or two 
staff people and you can sit down and show you what you want and we’ll have them do it.  
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MANNING: So, the to-do list is to change the local law; send out a letter to anyone we can.  
 
PRESTON: The address that he comes up with; as he comes up with them.  
 
MANNING: We going to schedule a meeting and come up with some talking points and maybe a 
press release and then I’ll also make a list of bullets that we send with all correspondence saying 
you really to understand rather just the letter and then we also need to deal with airbnb; which Jim 
and I will deal with and then I want names from the realtors.  
 
MERRIHEW: And we’re all set right now our website; if I’m an uninformed person?  
 
PALMER: If you go to website you can find it.  
 
MERRIHEW: There we’re all set.  
 
MANNING: New York State Attorney General forced airbnb to put a letter on their website that said 
that they were supposed to do, so maybe that would do that for us after we talked to them.  
 
MCKENNA: I think that would be good.  
 
DISKIN: One other thing; it’s a little hectic in my office this week, because of tax collections, but I’ll 
try to work with Dan’s people in IT to get together a list of those people who have registered and 
maybe get that to the town supervisors. I mean you guys know who’s in your towns a lot better than I 
do certainly and get it out and say these are the people who so far; since January 1 or since 
November have registered and I am sure I’d probably get a list back; some of you will do it and 
some of you will throw it way.  
 
PRESTON: I was on the County site yesterday looking up land transactions in Wilmington and 
actually there is a private owner; they formed a LLC; Brown Dog Rentals.  
 
DISKIN: Maybe Supervisors; if they get the chance to look at it and will say so and so is not on this 
list here.  
 
MERRIHEW: No, for me that would be helpful, because I can verify it.  
 
DISKIN: Then we can try and put together a list.  
 
MERRIHEW: So, everybody’s comfortable? Dan, you’re all set? Wayne, you’re all set? Jim’s going 
to help.  
 
TAYLOR: The changes to the law; how is it going to be changed?  
 
MERRIHEW: Probably won’t know that for a couple of weeks; we will leave that up to our attorney.  
 
MCKENNA: It’s just going to be cleaned up; there’s nothing that’s really changing; right?  
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MANNING: Yeah, we’re just going to change the word operator to agents and stuff.  
 
MCKENNA: That’s great.  
 
MANNING: And the word person can be changed and I’ll take some stuff from these other laws and 
then I’ll call the Attorney General again and I also want to and maybe I’ll call some of these other 
cities and see how they’re going.  
 
MCKENNA: That’s a great idea.  
 
MERRIHEW: Okay; anybody else?  
 
MANNING: In reading some of this stuff; this wasn’t an easy transition of any of these; San 
Francisco, Chicago, Washington; I’ve got all sorts of newspaper articles and stuff. San Francisco 
enacted their law; started I think in 2014 and they’re still working on it.  
 
PRESTON: We’ll get there.  
 
MCKENNA: Just trying to make it fair to the hotels.  
 
MERRIHEW: It’s the law.  
 
MANNING: We need to know who it is.  
 
TAYLOR: Will the change in the law require them to participate and help us?  
 
MANNING: Yes; the definition of owner will now include a more; I think it already, but it will be more 
specific; agents, brokers.  
 
MERRIHEW: Anything else? Being none; thank you all very much. We do stand adjourned.  
  
 
AS THERE WAS NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THIS OCCUPANCY TAX 
VACATION RENTAL SUBCOMMITTEE, IT WAS ADJOURNED AT 1:48 PM.  
 
 
Respectively Submitted,  
 
 
 
Dina Garvey, Deputy Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  


